
MCC SALT/YAMEN Service Opportunity 

 

Assignment Title & Partner Organization: SALT/YAMEN: IT & Communications Assistant – 

Meserete Kristos (MKC)  

       

Term: August 11, 2020 to July 11, 2021      

FTE: 1.0 

Location: Addis Ababa, Ethiopia       

Date Required: August 11, 2020 

 

MCC is an equal opportunity employer, committed to employment equity. MCC values 

diversity and invites all qualified candidates to apply. 

 

Synopsis:  

 

The SALT/YAMENer will assist Meserete Kristos Church (MKC) in developing a web site, 

training their IT staff, and maintaining office computers and networks. Part of the goal is to 

develop a fundraising platform to support the printing of a peace-based Sunday School 

Curriculum that the MKC has used in trial phases and now wishes to print and use more 

widely.   

 

Qualifications:  

 

All MCC workers are expected to exhibit a commitment to a personal Christian faith and 

discipleship; active church membership; and nonviolent peacemaking. 

 

An invitation to an assignment is contingent on the successful completion of a criminal 

background check.  

 

• Strong IT knowledge and skills required, degree or certificate in IT or computer science 

preferred. 

• Strong English language skills, with a commitment to learn Amharic.  

• Excellent (above average) computer skills, demonstrated proficiency in Microsoft 

Office required. 

• Demonstrated experience in providing IT support. 

• Strong troubleshooting and research skills. 

• Proficiency in both graphic and website design. 

• High level of technical aptitude: skills in website development, database, connecting 

head office departments with network; and coach church IT volunteers to use IT 

effectively to communicate internally within MKC’s structure and externally with our 

partners. 

• Knowledge of web-based fundraising platforms. 

 

Assignment Narrative:  

 



The Meserete Kristos Church (MKC) is the largest single Mennonite denomination in the 

world and is affiliated with Mennonite World Conference. MKC and MCC have a long 

history of relationship, enduring even through the years of Communist oppression when the 

church was forced underground. After emerging in the late 1980s, the church developed an 

organizational structure and a number of institutionalized ministries in a relatively short time. 

In 2004-05, MCC and MKC Head Office began a shift towards more focused partnerships in 

peace. Since then, partnerships are in peace work including trainings, prison ministry, Sunday 

school and youth ministry, women’s ministry, and scholarships for studying conflict 

transformation. 

 

This placement is related to the MKC’s commitment to peace, as one of its objectives is to 

build a platform for web-based giving to support the publication of the popular Sunday School 

curriculum, “Christ’s Shalom.” The curriculum was written in English by an MCC service 

worker, Krista Allen, between 2010-13. It was translated into Amharic and has gone through 

two cycles of trial use in a six-year period. It has been very well-received in the regions where 

it has been tried, and now the MKC is ready to publish it in bulk (7000 copies of a classroom 

set of 13 booklets) and send it out to all the regions. Since the majority of the MKC churches 

are in the Oromia region, translation into Oromifa will also be necessary. This is a huge 

project, estimated to cost upward of $100,000. The church and its partners will not be able to 

cover all the costs associated with the translating, printing, and distributing materials, so will 

have to do additional fund-raising from their North American network, including the MKC 

Ethiopian diaspora.  

 

Duties:   

 

• Provide computer repair and technical computer support. 

• Build a web-based fundraising platform to support the publication of their Sunday 

school curriculum, “Christ’s Shalom.” 

• Develop a website for the Meserete Kristos Church in consultation with the office of 

the president. 

• Develop a database for MKC to track pastors, evangelists, teachers, and other full-time 

ministers in MKC; and the MKC local churches by Regional Office. 

• Network computers at MKC head office to make communication and file sharing easy 

and secure.  

• Assist MKC regional offices in IT as necessary (some travel required). 

• Mentor person(s) in IT to replace him/her when he/she leaves. 

• Other similar responsibilities as assigned by the Office of the President. 

 

Location Description:  

 

Addis Ababa is the capital city of Ethiopia, home to approximately six million people (and five 

million donkeys!!). There are many buildings and roads being constructed and, increasingly, 

the capital has a modern feel. A light rail system crosses the city North to South and East to 

West.  

 



There are many products available in Addis including a variety of locally grown and imported 

food, technology and hygiene products. Imported items are quite expensive. There are several 

malls and English movie theaters. Bowling, laser tag, and a skate-board park are available. 

There is a vast botanical garden and arboretum at the edge of town, as well as lovely hiking 

possibilities in the hills that circle the city, although caution is always necessary when leaving 

downtown. Personal safety in the city is generally good, although pickpocketing and petty 

crime are increasing.   

 

Addis is situated in the mountains and, therefore, has very moderate temperatures ranging 

from 10C at night to 28C during the hottest months. The rainy season is from June – 

September with occasional rains the rest of the year, generally in February and March.  

 

There are a number of English-speaking congregations in the city with a variety of worship 

styles. Meserete Kristos Church (MKC) services are held in Amharic.  

 

Medical care to a Western standard is available at two recommended clinics in Addis. Dental 

care is adequate. Nairobi is a two-hour flight away and is recommended for major surgeries 

and/or medical issues.   

 

Challenges:  

 

• Currently, internet is often very slow, and sometimes not available at all. This will be 

particularly challenging for this job placement. There are plans to install 4G networks 

in Addis. Even with its problems, internet is better in Addis than in the rest of the 

country. Ethiotel is the government-owned provider but has recently sold minority 

shares to external companies which should improve the situation. Currently the 

government can and does occasionally shut off communications in the interests of 

political security. 

• Water often comes to a neighborhood for several days a week, but not all the time. 

Most residences have a water tank so water to the house is continuous. If water runs 

out, it can be bought very cheaply and can arrive in quantity by truck or in small 

containers. 

• Electricity infrastructure is old and inadequate in many places, and power rationing is 

common during the dry season. Many places of work and residences have generators. 

• While the countryside has good air quality, high levels of pollution (vehicle exhaust) 

exist in the city streets.  

• Gastrointestinal issues are common, especially in the first months as bodies adjust to 

new flora and fauna. Medicine is readily available.  

• Amharic is a very difficult language to learn but is necessary for communication 

outside of the office environment. Most Ethiopians speak a bit of English, but not 

many are fluent. 

• Political instability is a greater risk than theft or violence. However, Addis is generally 

safe even when other parts of the country are experiencing turmoil. Elections are 

planned for May 2020. 



• Professional counseling and mental health are available but limited. If needed, on-line 

services with an MCC-recommended counselor might be a better fit than finding 

someone here. 

• Ethiopia can be hard on a tender heart. Addis is full of animals, some for food, some 

for labor, and many simply strays. Often they are abused or neglected. Street kids and 

beggars are a common sight, and there is no shame in begging. Recently Addis passed 

legislation to make living on the street illegal. If that is enforced, who knows what the 

fate of the street people of Addis will be. There are many NGOs that offer options to 

street kids and employment to beggars, but there is not much assistance for the 

animals.  

• Significant cultural/religious differences exist regarding gender roles, interfaith 

relations, stereotypes, etc. 

• In Ethiopia, perceptions of LGBTQ+ individuals are almost universally negative, and 

more strongly so in Christian communities. An openly LGBTQ+ Christian would face 

significant challenges with acceptance in this context. 

• Managing frustration when things don’t turn out as expected can be hard. While we do 

our best to determine and outline job responsibilities with our local partners, 

assignments really come alive based on the passions, skills, and giftings of an 

individual. Responsibilities may change or be refined over time in communication with 

supervisors to meet the ongoing changes and needs within a local context. As such, the 

greatest characteristics a participant can bring to an assignment are adaptability, 

flexibility, patience, a willingness to get your hands dirty, and humility to complete 

even mundane tasks. 

• For those who are very task oriented, it can be a challenge to recognize the importance 

of "being" instead of always "doing" as building healthy relationships and mutually 

transformative learning is an important part of the participant experience. We hope 

participants will come with a desire to walk alongside our local partners, rather than 

see the assignment solely as a way to "get things done".  

 

 


